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Dr. Christina Hinton spoke about the work of Research 
Schools International and its concept of working with schools 
from around the world to bring together education research and 
teacher practice. Mid-Pacific is the organization’s only partner 
in the state of Hawai‘i.

“There’s a gap between research and practice in education,” 
she said. “In most industries, research and practice are linked. 
For example in medicine, we have teaching hospitals where 
researchers are working alongside practitioners to make sure 
current research is incorporated into practice, and also to take 
practical findings and find out what works most effectively. But 
in education that is the exception.”

Hinton shared that over one hundred years ago, renowned ed-
ucator John Dewey noticed this gap and came up with the idea of 
the laboratory school, and wanted researchers working with teach-
ers to help shape research directions and also to help capture great 
practices happening in research that could be shared more broadly.

“Research Schools International partners with schools 
around the world to create ‘research schools’ where we’re work-

M ID-PACIFIC PARENTS, TEACHERS, TRUSTEES AND 
community partners came together to hear from re-
searchers from the Harvard Graduate School of Educa-
tion and Research Schools International at Wood Hall on 

February 16. Harvard Graduate School of Education faculty mem-
ber and Director of Research Schools International Dr. Christina 
Hinton, and Catherine Glennon, director of research at Research 
Schools International spoke with the group about action research 
happening now in Mid-Pacific classrooms.

Mid-Pacific President Paul Turnbull opened the evening by dis-
cussing the school’s partnership with Research Schools Interna-
tional and how its main goal is to provide research-based profes-
sional development for teachers and improve student learning at 
Mid-Pacific. “Research Schools International helps us learn more 
about ourselves,” he said. “They help us increase the scope of our 
practice through the peer-to-peer work that is led by our Harvard 
research fellows. By aligning our research partners with our fac-
ulty, the impact on classroom practices and student experiences is 
immediate and significant.”

MID-PACIFIC PARTNERS WITH RESEARCHERS  
FROM HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

RSI TO ENHANCE STUDENT LEARNING
BY JULIE FUNASAKI YUEN

From left: Mid-Pacific High School 
Principal Tom McManus, Harvard 

Graduate School of Education faculty 
member Dr. Christina Hinton,  

Research Schools International Director 
of Research Catherine Glennon, and 

Mid-Pacific Assistant Principal Joshua 
Watson on February 16 at Wood Hall.
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to learn more about Mid-Pacific and to witness the school’s 
continued progress and further development of inquiry-based, 
project-based learning that is embedded in the curriculum from 
start to finish. His 2016 visit to Mid-Pacific and other schools in 
Hawai‘i was captured in the documentary “Ka Helena A‘o: The 
Learning Walk” where he praised Hawai‘i in its pursuit of trans-
forming the state’s education system to prepare students with 
the skills needed in the innovation era.

Preschool and Elementary School Principal Edna Hussey 
discussed Mid-Pacific’s educational practices with Dintersmith 
and how the school is aligned in its emphasis on inquiry-based 
learning. “The philosophy at our Reggio Emilia-inspired pre-
school and the inquiry practices there certainly underpins ev-
erything that continues from preschool all the way through 12th 
grade,” she said.

“As we think about the work we’re doing, it’s not just about 
the teacher in front but it’s the students that are really driving 

N ATIONAL EDUCATION ADVOCATE DR. TED 
Dintersmith visited Mid-Pacific on February 21 and met with 
students, faculty, staff, administrators, and parents to discuss 
Mid-Pacific’s deeper learning initiatives. Dintersmith is the 

co-author of Most Likely to Succeed: Preparing Our Kids for the In-
novation Era and the creator of the award-winning documentary 
film “Most Likely Succeed” that premiered at the 2015 Sundance 
Film Festival, and argues for the transformation of the current ed-
ucation system in order to better equip students with 21st century 
skills. He created the film after a successful 25-year career in ven-
ture capital and following his work as the executive producer of the 
critically-acclaimed documentary “The Hunting Ground.” Dinter-
smith’s Most Likely to Succeed co-author Dr. Tony Wagner, recently 
visited Mid-Pacific in January and gave the school high marks for 
its student-centered, student-driven learning practices.

Dr. Dintersmith first visited Mid-Pacific in May 2016 as part of 
a 50-state tour of the nation’s schools. He returned this month 

methods including how to structure a question, collect data, 
and conduct analysis.

“Once our fellows were taught that process, they taught the 
entire Mid-Pacific faculty how to do action research,” shared 
Mid-Pacific High School Principal Tom McManus.

When asked why Mid-Pacific was chosen to be a Research 
Schools International partner, Hinton said “Mid-Pacific is real-
ly committed to doing research and basing teaching practices 
on evidence of what works. The school is interested in innova-
tion - trying new things based on cutting-edge research, finding 
out what works, then implementing innovative, research-based 
practices at their school as well as sharing them with other 
schools around the world. We also choose to work with Mid-Pa-
cific because of their strong character education program.”

Na ‘Ohana Pueo Parent Association Secretary and Mid-Pacif-
ic Admissions Assistant Lani Corrie attended the evening pro-
gram and commented, “I really enjoyed this presentation and 
can see how this unique partnership with Research Schools 
International has helped our Mid-Pacific teachers continue 
to grow, to share, and to learn. I think it clearly demonstrates 
our teachers’ ongoing commitment to learning. They are ea-
ger students themselves with a thirst for knowledge. It is also 
evidence of the school’s continual quest for excellence at all 
levels. It shows that teaching at Mid-Pacific isn’t just a job; it’s 
a passion.”

“The primary target of all the research is our teachers, on our 
site, at our school, working with our students,” said Mid-Pacific 
Assistant Principal Josh Watson. “This is intended to improve 
the professional practice of teachers and the number one out-
come is improved learning for our students at our school.”

ing together on an ongoing basis with educators at the school,” 
said Hinton.

This year, six Mid-Pacific teacher fellows in the elementary, 
middle and high schools are currently researching the concept of 
motivation and related ideas including growth mindset, mindful-
ness and happiness. “We’re in our fourth year of doing research 
with Mid-Pacific,” said Research Schools International Director 
of Research Catherine Glennon. “This school has been a real pio-
neer in school-based research. We work with a lot of schools and 
Mid-Pacific has been incredibly dedicated in doing really inter-
esting and cutting-edge, school-based research.”

So how exactly does this partnership work?
“The research comes from Mid-Pacific’s interests,” said Hin-

ton. “The teacher fellows carry out a project. Then we hold 
professional development workshops and we help the teachers 
think about, ‘how do I incorporate this into my practice here 
at the school?’ This research comes from the teacher’s needs 
and then they incorporate it into their daily practice. Our (Re-
search Schools International) schools really serve as thought 
leaders in education.”

“The part that excites me the most about being a research fel-
low is getting to work with teachers from all different levels of the 
school, not just my awesome elementary colleagues,” said Third 
and Fourth Grade Teacher Tiffany Byrne. “This year my action 
research has to do with looking at literature circles in my class-
room and how it will deepen the thinking and conversations that 
the kids are having.”

All Mid-Pacific teacher fellows take a course about how to 
develop action research. The Research Schools Internation-
al team provides instructions to the teachers about research 

Research Schools International Director 
of Research Catherine Glennon  
addresses Mid-Pacific parents, teachers, 
trustees and community partners on 
February 16 in Wood Hall.

NATIONAL EDUCATION ADVOCATE DR. TED  
DINTERSMITH HAS HIGH PRAISE FOR MID-PACIFIC 

DEEPER LEARNING INITIATIVES
“ I  PROMISE YOU, IF  MY KIDS WERE 10 YEARS YOUNGER, AND I 

KNEW ABOUT THIS S CHOOL, I  WOULD MOVE HERE.” 

BY JULIE FUNASAKI YUEN

Dr. Ted Dintersmith speaks with 
Mid-Pacific third and fourth 

grade students about their 
classroom wetland project.
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M I D - PA C I F I C  W E L C O M E D  R E N O W N E D 
education advocate, Harvard University Innovation 
Lab Expert-in-Residence and Senior Researcher at the 
Learning Policy Institute Dr. Tony Wagner on Friday, 

January 13. Wagner spent the entire day on campus, taking a 
learning walk through Mid-Pacific’s preschool and elementary, 
middle and high schools, and meeting with President Paul Turn-
bull, Principals Tom McManus, Dee Priester and Edna Hussey, 
as well as dozens of Mid-Pacific faculty and students. Dr. Wagner 
is the co-author of the book Most Likely to Succeed: Preparing 
Our Kids for the Innovation Era together with education philan-
thropist and venture capitalist Ted Dintersmith. The book was 
produced as an award-winning documentary film “Most Like-
ly to Succeed” that premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in 

2015, and aired on PBS Hawai‘i for the first time in February. 
Dintersmith visited the Mid-Pacific campus and spoke with stu-
dents, faculty, staff and parents on February 21.

Wagner began his day at Mid-Pacific with a roundtable dis-
cussion with senior administrators to discuss the school’s evolu-
tion since his first visit to campus in 2010. The group discussed 
Mid-Pacific’s commitment to the goals outlined in the Mid-Pacific 
Learner Profile and to the concepts of deeper learning.

“The original greenhouse for project-based, deeper learning is 
the Mid-Pacific eXploratory program,” said Principal Tom McMa-
nus. “We have been teaching the precepts of this program through 
our Kupu Hou Academy professional learning program that not 
only our teachers take, but has attracted lots of folks from around 
the community.”

MID-PACIFIC EARNS HIGH MARKS FROM  
EDUCATION EXPERT DR. TONY WAGNER

BY JULIE FUNASAKI YUEN

Dr. Tony Wagner 
observes fifth 

graders as they 
develop essential 

questions for their 
capstone projects. 

the process,” agreed Middle School Principal Dee Priester. “As 
educators, we’re guiding them along. It’s about the students’ abil-
ity to think forward and imagine what’s possible. At Mid-Pacific, 
we’ve given them that freedom.”

“The Mid-Pacific Learner Profile is really the outcome we want 
to see at all levels of the school,” explained High School Princi-
pal Tom McManus. “It is skill-based and disposition-based. It’s 
about what we value in students, and the necessary skills that 
will carry them through life.”

Principal Edna Hussey took Dintersmith on a tour of the el-
ementary school where they visited Tiffany Byrne’s third and 
fourth grade classroom. The students were working together 
in groups on a project to create a wetland in their classroom for 
the purpose of teaching others about wetlands, wetland birds, 
plants and their predators. Mid-Pacific student Gary explained 
to Dintersmith, “We’re writing down what we know about wet-
lands, and what we need to know like what the birds look like, 
what their eggs look like, how they survive in the wetlands, and if 
they have extra features and stuff.”

Dr. Dintersmith also visited the fifth grade classroom where stu-
dents were working on the development of their inquiry-inspired 
capstone projects. When he asked how the topics were chosen, 
Teacher Sarah McKay explained that the topics are entirely stu-
dent-directed. “We spend a lot of time with topic development be-
cause it’s important that it’s completely what the students are pas-
sionate about and something they can take action on, advocate for, 
or raise awareness. The children are working on a variety of project 
topics like Alzheimer’s Disease, tornadoes, beach litter, service an-
imals, Pearl Harbor, the importance of sleep, and technology use.”

Dintersmith also participated in an interactive design thinking 
exercise along with invited members from Mid-Pacific and the busi-
ness community. It was facilitated and presented by Mid-Pacific 
middle schoolers in Leilani Sills’ Design Thinking class and Kevin 
Tokuda’s Digital Media class, and filmed by students in Kalei Stern’s 
Digital Storytelling class. He was truly impressed by the students’ 
development of a Most Likely to Succeed-inspired YouTube channel 
they created to house video content showcasing micro-innovations 
in teaching for the purpose of providing teachers with inspirational 
ideas and methods for transforming education in their classrooms.

“I’ve asked four people now, ‘am I really in middle school here’ 
because this seems more like college. I’m really totally amazed 
with what you’re doing,” he complimented after the students 
completed presentations about the rubric they created to eval-
uate whether video content met the criteria for being included 
on the YouTube channel. “You’re doing this amazing project to 
tell people about amazing projects which is a double-win. This is 
really brilliant and I feel honored to be here,” said Dintersmith.

He later spent some time learning about the high school and 
visiting Billie Napoleon’s Mid-Pacific Exploratory 9th grade Hu-
manities class where students were designing puppets for use in 
the production of their original, allegory-inspired plays, and sat 
in on Kaile Berlenbach’s Museum Studies class where students 
began the year by watching “Most Likely to Succeed” and then 
designed the Museum Studies course from the ground up with 
teacher guidance. They discussed how and why the 3D scanning 
technology used in the class is necessary for making museums 
relevant today and in the future.

“Let’s say I’m going to a museum and this is the object (pointing 
to a wooden owl figurine),” said senior Robbie Char. “If I go there I 
can look at, I can see it but I can’t really explore it. With these scans 
I can just click and go all around. I can zoom in, zoom out and I 
can see deeper into it. That’s why I think this class is valuable and 
why scanning is important and why it’s the future. I see museums 
in the future having things where they have the artifact, and then 
something on the wall that you can swipe and interact with and it 
will really show you the deeper meaning into the object.”

Dr. Dintersmith wrapped up his day by joining the ‘Most 
Likely to Succeed at Mid Pacific’ parent meeting, sponsored 
by the Na ‘Ohana Pueo Parent Association, where parents and 
students participated in interactive group discussions about 
project-based learning after viewing “Most Likely to Succeed” 
movie clips. Mid-Pacific eXploratory (MPX) students facilitat-
ed the group discussions and spoke with parents about their 
experiences in the interdisciplinary, project-based learning 
program for ninth and tenth graders. Deeper learning practices 
centered on authentic and relevant experiences, like those em-
phasized in the MPX program, are also built into the standard 
high school curriculum and Mid-Pacific’s preschool, elementa-
ry school and middle school.

During the meeting, Dintersmith spoke with parents about the 
current education system and his ideas about preparing students 
for today’s world. “Are we teaching our kids how to critically an-
alyze?” he posed. “Are we teaching our kids how to collaborate? 
Are we teaching our kids a sense of purpose for making the world 
better? Or are we pitting them against each other in a ‘Hunger 
Games’ competition for test scores and college admissions?”

“It’s a given that within 10 years, anything routine, anything 
structured, anything that just says ‘follow instructions’ - those 
jobs will be gone entirely from the economy and the world,” said 
Dintersmith. “Kids in elementary school, by the time they get out 
of school - they have to be able to create or invent their own jobs. 
In most schools, we train our students to wait for instructions. I 
can’t even emphasize how different the experience is at Mid-Pa-
cific from all of the places I go.”

He praised Mid-Pacific for its innovative teaching practices 
and shared that if he were to make “Most Likely to Succeed” 
today, he would have filmed it at Mid-Pacific. “I promise you, 
if my kids were 10 years younger, and I knew about this school 
(Mid-Pacific), we would move here,” said Dintersmith. “It’s that 
unusual and interesting what you’re doing.”

Mid-Pacific junior Zoran Cullinan asked Dintersmith, “My fu-
ture isn’t the only thing that’s important. What can I do to inte-
grate this new kind of school system to help younger generations 
grow up to be successful?”

“I would beg all of you to give serious thought to becoming 
a teacher,” he replied. “When I talk to adults, I ask ‘how many 
teachers changed your life?’ I bet all of you have someone. These 
teachers, they change lives.”

Dr. Dintersmith also encouraged students to be advocates of 
their own education. “There are a lot of schools here that would 
be inspired by what you’re (Mid-Pacific) doing, and if adults tell 
them about it, it’s one thing, but the more students can capture 
that, the more the rest of the state will understand, this is some-
thing inspiring.”
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Mid-Pacific Chief Innovation Officer Brian Dote also shared 
with Dr. Wagner one of the core principles of the Mid-Pacific 
Technology Vision and commented, “Our view is to teach pro-
grammatic thinking as a method of solving problems as opposed to 
learning the syntax of a specific coding language. We are produc-
ing students who can decompose a problem using an algorithm in 
any language. It doesn’t even have to require a computer.”

Wagner commented, “What’s the competitive advantage kids 
will have going into the workplace? I think it’s the capacity to 
solve problems creatively.”

The meeting was documented by high school students in 
Lance Iwamoto’s Video Storytelling and Documentary class who 
traveled with Wagner throughout the day, filming his discussions 
with faculty, staff and students, and later sitting down with him 
for a face-to-face interview at Atherton House.

Together with Preschool and Elementary School Principal Edna 
Hussey, Wagner visited a kindergarten classroom where students 
were participating in a lively discussion with Atelierista Jordan Guil-
lory who asked the children how they would represent “analysis” as 
a picture. As mentioned in Dr. Hussey’s weekly blog, Dr. Wagner was 
truly impressed with the high-level discussion and remarked “Sym-
bolic language! Unbelievable! And this is kindergarten!”

He then observed the preschool classroom’s morning assembly 
discussion on the topic of “treasureness” where students talked 
about their findings from a recent walk around the campus in 
search of Mid-Pacific visible and invisible treasures. Principal 
Hussey shared with Dr. Wagner how the process of learning 
through inquiry begins at Mid-Pacific’s Reggio Emilia-inspired 
preschool and culminates at the elementary school with the fifth 
grade capstone project. He ended his tour of the elementary 
school at Pam Jenkins and Sarah McKay’s fifth grade classroom 
where students were working in pairs to come up with essential 
questions related to a variety of capstone project topics including 
volcanoes, cancer, living on Mars, and more. In a tweet following 
the visit, Wagner declared “I’m often asked about models for ele-
mentary education. Mid-Pacific is the best I’ve ever seen!”

Middle School Principal Dee Priester then took Dr. Wagner on 
a learning walk through Wood Hall where they discussed how the 
building was designed to support inquiry and project-based learn-
ing, and how middle school faculty teach in a space without walls, 
resulting in increased collaboration between students, and be-
tween the teachers themselves. Together they observed and spoke 
with sixth grade math students in the Da Vinci Studio who were 

working on tessellations with their iPads, as well as eighth-graders 
in Nathan Javellana and Jennifer Porter’s science class who were 
using Minecraft to learn about cell mitosis. Before heading out for 
his next stop, Wagner paused for middle school students in Leilani 
Sills’ Design Thinking class to complete a 3D scan of him that was 
later printed and delivered to Wagner as a memento of his time 
spent with Mid-Pacific students, faculty and staff.

The next stop on the learning walk was the Mid-Pacific eX-
ploratory (MPX) program where High School Principal Tom 
McManus and Dr. Wagner watched students testing trebuchet 
projects and working together to fine tune designs with the assis-
tance of MPX teachers Dr. Mark Hines, Gregg Kaneko, and Lyssa 
Zawalski. He spent some time asking students their thoughts on 
the design process and why learning about the concept of mo-
mentum was important.

Following the MPX classroom visit, Dr. Wagner sat down for 
lunch with elementary, middle and high school faculty from 
Mid-Pacific’s Kupu Hou Academy, and discussed ideas for 
building trust in classrooms and ways for developing intrinsic 
motivation in students. “The essence of classroom learning is 
trust,” said Wagner.

In the afternoon, High School Principal Tom McManus led Dr. 
Wagner through Kawaiaha‘o and Mid-Pacific’s School of the Arts 
where they observed Celia Wright’s ballet and Charlaine Kat-
suyoshi’s dance class and discussed the school’s many certificate 
programs and International Baccalaureate pathways for gradua-
tion. Wagner later observed and spoke with students in Marcie 
Moura’s Game Design class who were working on character ren-
derings, and then donned the HTC Vive to view student-created 
worked in Virtual Reality at the Weinberg Technology Plaza.

Dr. Wagner also engaged Mid-Pacific middle and high school 
students for an hour-long discussion about their thoughts on 
learning at Mid-Pacific. He asked them what they liked best 
about the school, what they would most like to improve, and how 
they feel about their learning.

Mid-Pacific senior Zion Shepherd commented “As Dr. Tony 
Wagner began to question us and have a genuine human inter-
action that broke the common society perspective, it began to 
get all the students heads turning and made them realize that 
Mid-Pacific has been teaching us in a way that is preparing us for 
life and work, and not just to get into college or ace a test.”

“The fact that students like me were able to meet someone 
with such great stature was truly a testament to Mid-Pacific,” 
continued Shepherd. “To this day, I could never imagine receiv-
ing as much assistance in pursuing my passions and dreams. Ev-
ery door I dream of opening is unlocked by Mid-Pacific.”

Wagner wrapped up the day with a sit-down interview with 
Lance Iwamoto’s Video Storytelling and Documentary high school 
students and a chat with President Paul Turnbull and all Mid-Pa-
cific principals. “Students asked fabulous questions!” tweeted 
Wagner following the interview and discussion. “I have seen the 
future of education and it is happening right now at Mid-Pacific.”

In another tweet Wagner gave Mid-Pacific high marks and 
said, “A truly extraordinary school! Congrats to the Mid-Pacific 
community for creating an amazing place! Best school visit in a 
very long time.”
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